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When people should go to the book stores, search launch by shop, shelf by shelf, it is in point of fact problematic. This is why we provide the ebook compilations in
this website. It will utterly ease you to see guide Copywriting That Sells High Tech as you such as.
By searching the title, publisher, or authors of guide you in fact want, you can discover them rapidly. In the house, workplace, or perhaps in your method can be all
best place within net connections. If you goal to download and install the Copywriting That Sells High Tech, it is very easy then, in the past currently we extend the
belong to to purchase and make bargains to download and install Copywriting That Sells High Tech suitably simple!

Strategic Marketing for High Technology Products May 27 2022 In order for High Technology (HT) companies to tackle contemporary demanding market challenges, they
frequently deploy time-reduction strategies with respect to product launch. Marketing of technology related products – and especially cutting edge ones – involves a
complex and multidimensional bundle of specific and unique characteristics, such as the complexity of products, the intensity of the competition, confusion and/ or fear
of adoption among consumers, fast pacing changes in the external environment. The very nature of the interrelations that evolve as part of the dynamic process of
strategy formulation contributes further to the formulation of a very challenging environment which is described as tumultuous, volatile and turbulent. These specific
features, qualities and characteristics constitute the core of the innate need for an integrated approach that requires and depends on the cooperation and coordination
of specific functional competencies. This book employs a systemic approach that accommodates the integration of specialized departmental capabilities as a fundamental
prerequisite and a cornerstone for the successful navigation of high-tech organizations in their extremely competitive environments. It provides a solid and extant
context of compact and consistent cognitive background that is specific to the HT strategic marketing field, and a strategic tool that utilizes, relies and is built on
the turbulent environment of HT rather than just overlooking, avoiding or ignoring it, and that assumes a proactive point of view, capitalizing on characteristics
specific to this field, through the provision of a strategic managerial and marketing model that is overlaid onto a reliably assessed foundation of dynamic qualities,
with a long-term orientation and scope, albeit one that would be easy to apply and which will generate immediate results.
Autonorama Apr 13 2021 “The foundation has been laid for fully autonomous,” Elon Musk announced in 2016, when he assured the world that Tesla would have a driverless
fleet on the road in 2017. “It’s twice as safe as a human, maybe better.” Promises of technofuturistic driving utopias have been ubiquitous wherever tech companies and
carmakers meet. In Autonorama: The Illusory Promise of High-Tech Driving, technology historian Peter Norton argues that driverless cars cannot be the safe, sustainable,
and inclusive “mobility solutions” that tech companies and automakers are promising us. The salesmanship behind the driverless future is distracting us from investing
in better ways to get around that we can implement now. Unlike autonomous vehicles, these alternatives are inexpensive, safe, sustainable, and inclusive. Norton takes
the reader on an engaging ride —from the GM Futurama exhibit to “smart” highways and vehicles—to show how we are once again being sold car dependency in the guise of
mobility. He argues that we cannot see what tech companies are selling us except in the light of history. With driverless cars, we’re promised that new technology will
solve the problems that car dependency gave us—zero crashes! zero emissions! zero congestion! But these are the same promises that have kept us on a treadmill of car
dependency for 80 years. Autonorama is hopeful, advocating for wise, proven, humane mobility that we can invest in now, without waiting for technology that is forever
just out of reach. Before intelligent systems, data, and technology can serve us, Norton suggests, we need wisdom. Rachel Carson warned us that when we seek
technological solutions instead of ecological balance, we can make our problems worse. With this wisdom, Norton contends, we can meet our mobility needs with what we
have right now.
Marketing of High-technology Products and Innovations Nov 20 2021 For undergraduate and graduate courses on marketing high-tech products. Provide Your Students with
the Vital Information They Need to Successfully Market High-tech Products Marketing of High-Technology Products and Innovations is the only text on the market that
focuses on the unique marketing challenges that surround high-tech products and service. TheThird Edition retains all the same concepts and materials of previous
editions and includes comprehensive coverage of the latest academic research and leading-edge business practices. "
Successful Marketing Strategy for High-tech Firms Apr 25 2022 Annotation This revised edition of the bestseller reflects the realities of the new high-tech marketplace
where effective marketing strategy counts as much as the latest technology. New material includes case studies on how high-tech giants came out of the tech market
meltdown stronger and more competitive.
Don't go there. It's not safe. You'll die. And other more >> rational advice for overlanding Mexico & Central America Dec 30 2019 Your complete guide for overlanding
in Mexico and Central America. This book provides detailed and up-to-date information by country. It also includes 11 chapters of information for planning and preparing
your trip and 9 chapters on what to expect while driving through Mexico and Central America. Completed by the authors of LifeRemotely.com this is the most comprehensive
guide for driving the Pan American yet!
Product Strategy for High Technology Companies Mar 25 2022 One of the key determinants of success for today’s high-technology companies is product strategy—and this
guide continues to be the only book on product strategy written specifically for the 21st century high-tech industry. More than 250 examples from technological leaders
including IBM, Compaq, and Apple—plus a new focus on growth strategies and on Internet businesses—define how high-tech companies can use product strategy and product
platform strategy for competitiveness, profitability, and growth in the Internet age.
Hacking Sales Sep 06 2020 Stay ahead of the sales evolution with a more efficient approach to everything Hacking Sales helps you transform your sales process using the
next generation of tools, tactics and strategies. Author Max Altschuler has dedicated his business to helping companies build modern, efficient, high tech sales
processes that generate more revenue while using fewer resources. In this book, he shows you the most effective changes you can make, starting today, to evolve your
sales and continually raise the bar. You’ll walk through the entire sales process from start to finish, learning critical hacks every step of the way. Find and capture
your lowest-hanging fruit at the top of the funnel, build massive lead lists using ICP and TAM, utilize multiple prospecting strategies, perfect your follow-ups,
nurture leads, outsource where advantageous, and much more. Build, refine, and enhance your pipeline over time, close deals faster, and use the right tools for the
job—this book is your roadmap to fast and efficient revenue growth. Without a reliable process, you’re disjointed, disorganized, and ultimately, underperforming.
Whether you’re building a sales process from scratch or looking to become your company’s rock star, this book shows you how to make it happen. Identify your Ideal
Customer and your Total Addressable Market Build massive lead lists and properly target your campaigns Learn effective hacks for messaging and social media outreach
Overcome customer objections before they happen The economy is evolving, the customer is evolving, and sales itself is evolving. Forty percent of the Fortune 500 from
the year 2000 were absent from the Fortune 500 in the year 2015, precisely because they failed to evolve. Today’s sales environment is very much a “keep up or get left
behind” paradigm, but you need to do better to excel. Hacking Sales shows you how to get ahead of everyone else with focused effort and the most effective approach to
modern sales.
Crossing the Chasm Dec 22 2021 Here is the bestselling guide that created a new game plan for marketing in high-tech industries. Crossing the Chasm has become the
bible for bringing cutting-edge products to progressively larger markets. This edition provides new insights into the realities of high-tech marketing, with special
emphasis on the Internet. It's essential reading for anyone with a stake in the world's most exciting marketplace.
High-Tech High-Touch Recruiting Jul 17 2021 Despite global economic conditions, companies are always looking to attract and retain the best talent. Unfortunately,
almost 30% of US job seekers leave a new job within the first 30 days. Why? Many new recruiters rely too heavily on high-tech tools to attract candidates and may not
have learned the fundamental relationship-building skills that help recruiters ensure that clients and candidates are a good match. High-Tech High-Touch Recruiting
provides recruiters with an end-to-end process for recruiting the highest caliber talent who, after they are hired, will become engaged employees. While emphasizing the
overall importance of building "high-touch" relationship-building skills, the book outlines how these can be blended successfully with "high-tech" tools such as AIpowered software applications to identify a large pool of qualified job candidates. Once you've identified candidates, the author cautions against the sole use of text
and email communication and suggests that recruiters conduct a general interview in order to better ascertain whether a candidate is the best fit for the role. HighTech High-Touch Recruiting comes with online resources including sample offer letters, recruiting scripts, job requisitions, interview scorecard, a listing of
characteristics of best hires and guidelines for a 9-step telephone interview process.
Crossing the Chasm Mar 13 2021 Here is the bestselling guide that created a new game plan for marketing in high-tech industries. Crossing the Chasm has become the
bible for bringing cutting-edge products to progressively larger markets. This revised and updated edition provides new insights into the realities of high-tech
marketing, with special emphasis on the Internet. It's essential reading for anyone with a stake in the world's most exciting marketplace. Book jacket.
Seven Myths of Selling to Government Nov 28 2019 Government is the new growth market. B-to-B sales techniques just don't work. Learn the new rules for selling to all
levels of government. This year, local, state, and federal governments will spend trillions of dollars on all sorts of goods and services. Don't miss out on your share
of the pie. This practical how-to book will reveal secrets of star sales performers, showing you what really drives success in selling to local, state, and federal
governments. Not a traditional "heavy" book on how to write proposals or access contract vehicles, Seven Myths is a lively, engaging, and sometimes irreverent resource
geared directly to salespeople. It is derived from the authors' many years of experience selling millions of dollars in products and services to government agencies.
Whether you are new to government sales, or a seasoned pro, you'll benefit from applying the lessons learned from this one-of-a-kind book, Seven Myths of Selling to
Government.
Create Your Own Economy Via Network Marketing Jul 25 2019 The story of a young guy who used to struggle with making money from home. After years of struggling, he then
learned a simple skill on how to make money with ANY network marketing opportunity and has helped thousands of people earn income all from the comfort of home!
Make Money Selling Nothing Mar 01 2020 At Last - The Easiest and Quickest Way to Making Money Online Revealed... "How You Can Get a Steady, Un-Ending flow Of Cash Now,
24/7 From Selling High-Demand Info eBooks Without Being an Expert Or Even Writing a Word Yourself" If you desperately WANT the secret that only a handful of wealthy
savvy entrepreneurs are privy too, then this could be the most exciting message you will ever read. I'm going to show you how to make an outrageous amount of money
selling "how to" information eBooks in the most profitable, in-demand niche categories..."Lose Weight," "Personal Habits," "Pets," "Save Money" and many more.. without
you having to write a word yourself or know anything about the topics.
Marketing High Technology Services Jul 05 2020 This title was first published in 2000: An examination of how marketing concepts and practices can be applied to
generate profitable growth in the high-tech service sector. Part One looks at the implications of becoming market-led. Part Two explains how to use the various methods
of communication to best effect. Finally Part Three examines the role of business development, including research, innovation and planning. Along the way, Dr Sowter
provides detailed guidance on key issues such as identifying your unique selling proposition, setting optimal prices, dealing with competition and ensuring the maximum
impact from your promotional literature, proposals and exhibition stands. He proceeds by asking questions, and the answers he supplies are practical and often based on
personal experience. The text is supported throughout by illustrations, "real life" examples, checklists and model formats. Each chapter includes exercises and action
plans to help readers put the author's ideas to work in their own organizations.

The Clarity Project Aug 25 2019 A simple step by step easy to understand system for businesses who want to attract new clients faster using the internet and social
media. The Clarity Project was written for businesses who are struggling to bring in new clients using their current websites or who are not sure where to start when it
comes to marketing online. It's for business owners who want to find and attract new clients or customers, make more sales online and learn how to craft an effective
marketing strategy that can transform a business and boost profits. Have you invested time and resources in your website, only to find it has failed to bring you
regular sales? I see this a lot from the businesses I work with and this is why I wrote The Clarity Project. This easy to read and non technical step by step system for
growing your business online will teach you: A simple but effective step-by-step strategy to gain clarity about your target market, develop your "killer headline" and
create a marketing strategy that will attract new and profitable clients into your business Why the majority of businesses fail to explain their offering in a language
that their potential clients understand and lose out on sales because of it, plus how you can easily fix this How to easily get up to 40% of your website visitors to
leave you with their contact details instead of the usual 1% most business websites get How your business can make more sales by focusing on solving your client's most
pressing problems and showing that you understand what they need How to effectively stand out from your competition by using the power of your story and personality in
your marketing How to easily get more referrals and repeat business by forging and strengthening real life relationships with clients and potential clients The vital
business numbers and statistics you must know before you even think about investing a single penny in paid advertising for your business How you can nearly always
guarantee a positive return on your online marketing spend
Low-Tech Guy in a High-Tech World Jul 29 2022 It’s no secret that Corporate America continuously experiences change. Everything from company values to the technology
and processes that sales teams use are at risk to undergo rapid changes. Unfortunately for today’s businesses, they have strayed from the basics that once made
companies great, things like relationship-building, accountability, and customer service. Companies have transitioned from being revenue-driven to cost-driven and now
to data and data analytics driven. An obsession with data has allowed executives and managers to lose sight of the big picture — long-term customer success and loyalty
— and focus on minute details that are easy to correct and control but might not impact overall sales and success. This has made it increasingly difficult for companies
to establish brand awareness and maintain any kind of growth and sustainability. Low-Tech Guy in a High-Tech World: Managing People, Sales, and Business in Today’s
Corporate Environment stresses the back-to-basics approach in management that enabled companies to grow in the past and emphasizes how badly we need it in today’s
corporate climate. Using his experience as a sales management leader for over 30 years, author Stephen Rubbico takes an insightful look at current business practices.
This book is a must-read for managers of all levels and experience, not to mention key executives at companies who are intent on not only surviving Corporate America
but on thriving
High Tech Trademarks May 15 2021
Crossing the Chasm Sep 30 2022 Here is the bestselling guide that created a new game plan for marketing in high-tech industries. Crossing the Chasm has become the
bible for bringing cutting-edge products to progressively larger markets. This edition provides new insights into the realities of high-tech marketing, with special
emphasis on the Internet. It's essential reading for anyone with a stake in the world's most exciting marketplace.
Gurps High-Tech Jun 23 2019 All the Gear Is Here! Meticulously researched, GURPS High-Tech gives descriptions and stats for hundreds of kinds of historical weapons and
personal armor, vehicles from the stagecoach to modern helicopters, and much more. GURPS High-Tech also has the gear and gadgets characters need. Communication, from
early telegraphs to modern computers; tools of the trade for detectives, spies, and thieves; camping equipment, rations, and first-aid kits; business cards, watches,
and fashionable duds - this book has it all, for encounters from the wilderness to high society and everything in between. GURPS High-Tech is the complete resource for
equipment from the 18th century through the modern age, and will be appreciated by Game Masters no matter what system they use! GURPS High-Tech replaces GURPS High-Tech
for Third Edition, GURPS Modern Firepower, and portions of GURPS Covert Ops.
Investigating High-Tech Crime Aug 06 2020 Written for first responders, this book was developed to address the need for an investigator's guide to high tech crime.
Filled with real world examples, it is meant to be a hands-on training tool as well as a long-term reference manual. Chapters and materials are sequenced using a
building block approach–one that ensures all readers have the baseline knowledge needed to advance to the more complex topic areas. With an emphasis on demystifying the
world of high tech crime, this book uses plain terms and real world analogies to make concepts accessible and meaningful to those on the front lines. Helps individuals
with varied experience grasp important technology concepts and become more confident in the field. Starts with the broad base level knowledge and works steadily toward
explaining the complex rules and methodologies associated with a full computer seizure and forensic examination. Contains a variety of material (learning goals and
objectives, individual and collaborative exercises, search warrant examples, technology comparisons etc.) so information is meaningful to diverse learners. Functions as
an investigator's guide to high tech crime and can be used as a hands-on training tool or long-term reference manual.
Lean, Agile and Six Sigma Information Technology Management Sep 26 2019 In the face of growing customer expectations, turbulent economic conditions and increasing IT
complexity, ideal execution of IT strategies have never been more important and challenging. This book is about methods of delivering the most value at the lowest cost.
It offers a collection of business and technical problem solving techniques to solve many of the recurring IT problems in your firm. If you are looking to transform
your IT organization into a lean, high velocity, high quality and high precision machine that can deliver amazing results with less, this book is for you. Simply apply
the Lean, Agile and Six Sigma methods outlined in this book and see the remarkable improvements in customer satisfaction and return on your IT investments. The lessons
in this book are for the entire management team, for those who want to achieve perfection with IT, for the senior executive, the IT strategist and the practitioners
alike.
Managing High-Tech Services Using a CRM Strategy Jan 11 2021 As high-tech service industries grow more competitive, the need to develop customer focused business
strategies becomes imperative. Managing High-Tech Services Using a CRM Strategy explores how to manage and direct any service organization utilizing a high tech
strategy supported by the Customer Relationship Management (CRM) infrastructure, enablin
Making it in High Tech Sales Feb 09 2021 Offers an overview of selling high-technology products, and tells how to make presentations, find new prospects, prepare for a
sales call, and handle the closing
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High-Technology Entrepreneurship Jan 29 2020 With the global economy in a precarious position, nurturing new entrepreneurial high-technology firms is likely to
comprise a key component of any policy to encourage economic growth, both in developed and developing countries. Recent high-technology ventures – such as retailing in
the music industry – have shown how entrepreneurs can radically change, or even replace, the structure of existing industries. High-Technology Entrepreneurship
introduces and analyzes all the major aspects of high-technology small-firm formation and growth. Locational and functional aspects of the process, as well as how
contexts for development may vary between developed and developing economies are also discussed. Other key topics that are addressed include: how high technology firms
originate in theory and practice entrepreneurship theory incubators, science parks and clustering entrepreneurial strategy and finance. Students taking Master's-level
courses in entrepreneurship, technology, innovation, academic enterprise and industrial development will find this an essential textbook for completing their studies.
Essentials of Marketing High Technology Oct 20 2021 To learn more about Rowman & Littlefield titles please visit us at www.rowmanlittlefield.com.
Excuses, Excuses, Excuses -- Apr 01 2020 "This book is about everyday excuses we hear for not giving excellent customer service and how to shoot those excuses
down"--Page 1.
Tech-Powered Sales Jun 27 2022 Conventional ways of selling are becoming outdated. Learn what it takes to go from the traditional sales mindset to a tech-enabled sales
superhero. In tough markets and with more people working remotely, creating a quality sales pipeline in traditional ways is more challenging than ever. As sales
technologies continue to evolve and advance, developing technical quotient (TQ) is an essential element of sales success. Record-setting sales expert Justin Michael and
bestselling sales leadership author Tony Hughes combine to provide practical guidance on how professional sellers can maximize results with an effective sales techstack to increase sales effectiveness for outstanding results. In Tech-Powered Sales, Michael and Hughes share helpful advice that:? Reveal the techniques that enable
you to break through with difficult to reach buyers Teach you how sales technologies can be employed for maximum benefit by raising your TQ Enable you to make the jump
from being a beginner to a superuser within your sales team Show you how to thrive in the fourth industrial revolution to leverage technology rather than be at risk of
being replaced by it Tech-Powered Sales delivers evidence-based strategies salespeople can use to create more opportunities than ever before. If you want to learn how
to maximize your abilities to develop new business, this is the book for you!
Rural Rides Nov 08 2020 Rural Rides is the book for which the English journalist, agriculturist and political reformer William Cobbett is best known. At the time of
writing Rural Rides, in the early 1820s, Cobbett was a radical anti-Corn Law campaigner. He embarked on a series of journeys by horseback through the countryside of
Southeast England and the English Midlands. He wrote down what he saw from the points of view both of a farmer and a social reformer. The result documents the early
19th-century countryside and its people as well as giving free vent to Cobbett's opinions
SPIN® -Selling Aug 18 2021 True or false? In selling high-value products or services: 'closing' increases your chance of success; it is essential to describe the
benefits of your product or service to the customer; objection handling is an important skill; open questions are more effective than closed questions. All false, says
this provocative book. Neil Rackham and his team studied more than 35,000 sales calls made by 10,000 sales people in 23 countries over 12 years. Their findings revealed
that many of the methods developed for selling low-value goods just don‘t work for major sales. Rackham went on to introduce his SPIN-Selling method. SPIN describes the
whole selling process: Situation questions Problem questions Implication questions Need-payoff questions SPIN-Selling provides you with a set of simple and practical
techniques which have been tried in many of today‘s leading companies with dramatic improvements to their sales performance.
Selling Technology the Sandler Way Oct 27 2019 Rich Chiarello outlines the most critical success factors when selling high-tech solutions to today's businesses. Shows
how the Sandler methodology is perfectly designed to help the salesperson overcome obstacles unique to high tech.
High-tech Industries in China Oct 08 2020 This text explores hi-tech industry policy in China, R & D activity, the emergance of industrial clusters, the R & D
activities of multinational corporations in China and the prospect of commercialization of hi-tech achievements, with the aim of producing an analysis of the
development of the hi-tech sector.
Asia's New High Tech Competitors Dec 10 2020 Decades of market success in general manufactures gave Japan the revenues and rationale for even larger investments in
education and in R&D. These investments, in turn, propelled that country's entry into technology areas previously dominated by the West. Today, several other Asian
economies are exhibiting similar patterns of industrialization. Asia now boasts several economies that are active, if not prominent, suppliers of a growing number of
high-tech products in the global marketplace. This report profiles 9 economies linked by an Asian identity, yet marked by economic and technological disparity.
E-Marketing Feb 21 2022
Selling High-tech Products and Services Aug 30 2022
The Age of Surveillance Capitalism Sep 18 2021 The challenges to humanity posed by the digital future, the first detailed examination of the unprecedented form of
power called "surveillance capitalism," and the quest by powerful corporations to predict and control our behavior. In this masterwork of original thinking and
research, Shoshana Zuboff provides startling insights into the phenomenon that she has named surveillance capitalism. The stakes could not be higher: a global
architecture of behavior modification threatens human nature in the twenty-first century just as industrial capitalism disfigured the natural world in the twentieth.
Zuboff vividly brings to life the consequences as surveillance capitalism advances from Silicon Valley into every economic sector. Vast wealth and power are accumulated
in ominous new "behavioral futures markets," where predictions about our behavior are bought and sold, and the production of goods and services is subordinated to a new
"means of behavioral modification." The threat has shifted from a totalitarian Big Brother state to a ubiquitous digital architecture: a "Big Other" operating in the
interests of surveillance capital. Here is the crucible of an unprecedented form of power marked by extreme concentrations of knowledge and free from democratic
oversight. Zuboff's comprehensive and moving analysis lays bare the threats to twenty-first century society: a controlled "hive" of total connection that seduces with
promises of total certainty for maximum profit -- at the expense of democracy, freedom, and our human future. With little resistance from law or society, surveillance
capitalism is on the verge of dominating the social order and shaping the digital future -- if we let it.
Sold Out Jan 23 2022 The #1 New York Times bestselling author and firebrand syndicated columnist Michelle Malkin sets her sights on the corrupt businessmen,
politicians, and lobbyists flooding our borders and selling out America’s best and brightest workers. In Sold Out, Michelle Malkin and John Miano name names and expose
the lies of those who pretend to champion the middle class, while aiding and abetting massive layoffs of highly skilled American workers in favor of cheap foreign
labor. Malkin and Miano will explode some of the most commonly told myths spread in the media like these: Lie #1: America is suffering from an apocalyptic “shortage” of
science, technology, engineering, and math workers. Lie #2: US companies cannot function without an unlimited injection of the “highly skilled” and “highly educated”
foreign workers, who offer capital and energy that American workers can’t match. Lie #3: America’s best and brightest talents are protected because employers are

required to demonstrate that they’ve made every effort to hire American citizens before resorting to foreign labor. For too long, open-borders tech billionaires and
their political enablers have escaped tough public scrutiny of their means and motives. It’s time to trade the whitewash for solvent. American workers deserve better
and the public deserves the unvarnished truth.
High-tech Ventures May 03 2020 This book is written primarily for people who are creating the future high-tech world by designing, building, and marketing innovative
products. More specifically, it is for all engineers, engineering managers, entrepreneurs and intapreneurs. The book provides insight into the problems entrepreneurs
face and gives a model for successful startup companies in a formal checklist.
Engineering Culture Jun 15 2021 "Engineering Culture" is an award-winning ethnography of the engineering division of a large American high-tech corporation. Now, this
influential book - which has been translated into Japanese, Italian and Hebrew - has been revised to bring it up to date. In "Engineering Culture", Gideon Kunda offers
a critical analysis of an American company's well-known and widely emulated "corporate culture." Kunda uses detailed descriptions of everyday interactions and rituals
in which the culture is brought to life, excerpts from in-depth interviews and a wide variety of corporate texts to vividly portray managerial attempts to design and
impose the culture and the ways in which it is experienced by members of the organization. The company's management, Kunda reveals, uses a variety of methods to
promulgate what it claims is a non-authoritarian, informal, and flexible work environment that enhances and rewards individual commitment, initiative, and creativity
while promoting personal growth. The author demonstrates, however, that these pervasive efforts mask an elaborate and subtle form of normative control in which the
members' minds and hearts become the target of corporate influence. Kunda carefully dissects the impact this form of control has on employees' work behavior and on
their sense of self. In the conclusion written especially for this edition, Kunda reviews the company's fortunes in the years that followed publication of the first
edition, reevaluates the arguments in the book, and explores the relevance of corporate culture and its management today
Asia's New High-tech Competitors Jun 03 2020
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